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ASM: THE GREATEST CHALLENGE

Matthew 9:3)6-38; 15:32-38.

Some people tell me that the greatest challenge
facing the church today is right here in the United States.
And they may be right. This is the only world class power
left.
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ai mmwm Others say, that the greatest challenge is

the 20th century rise of Islam. And perhaps they are right.
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I have two texts this morning, two incidents in the ^ '

life of Jesus as described by Matthew: chapter 9:36-38, and

15:32-34.

And seeing the multitudes [Jesus] had compassion for
them... He said to his disciples, ’The harvest is plentiful,

but the laborers are few; pray therefore the Lord of the
harvest to send out laborers into his harvest."

— What if ^militant Islam begins to

a world -class disaste r..
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"Then Jesus called his disciples

and said, 'I have compassion on the crowd,..they have
been with me three days and have nothing to eat...And
the disciples said "Where are we to get bread enough in

the desert to feed so great a crowd. And Jesus said,

"How many loaves have you?"

a. CW*|
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In those two scenes I find my challenge for stewardship for
h cLvmXi ^ /®t»

this your stewardship month, and it doesn't even mention

money, oi Utft

I. Stewardship begins with compassion, not money.

And it begins at home, not at the other end of the world.

Jesus and his disciples were just across the lake from their
Avrf

homes in Galilee. Jesus saw the hungry multitudes and he «-*

^V\fA wC Co-Jm-vh** o^l
\ C ll

^wanted to help them. Stewardship begins with compassionate

love in your own neighborhood, or you'll never get around to

the gi eater needs of the neighbors beyond your neighbors.

Which brings me to Asia.

Where are the largest, the poorest, the hungriest

crowds in the world today? Not in Stamford. Not even in
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New York. In another 30 years, I am told, Bombay, India

will have more of an absolutely poor and hungry population

than all the people in all five ofNew York city’s five boroughs

combined. Asia has more people than any other continent on

this earth. Here in North America we have 6% of the people

in the world. Asia has 60% I I hatVmoi ethan

e

world's population.

And Asia s multitudes of the poor and hungry are

increasing every year. Take the city of Seoul. Seoul is the

sixth or seventh largest city in the world, about 12 million

people. But when my father arrived there 106 years ago in

1890, Seoul had only about 150,000 people. There were tigers

in its hills in those days;
high-

rise apartments. From 150,000 to 12 million, from tigers to

skyscrapers in only two generations, my father's and mine.

That's Asia.

AH the other continents shrink in comparison.

Asia's second largest country is India - oftk-the^ecmtd
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largest, which is China. But
/Vs<t’s

until recently even i*s second largest country, India, had more

people than the entire population of the two whole continents

of Latin America and Africa combined! And out of every 15

babies born in Asia, 15 will die before they are five years old.

I wonder if Jesus seeing Asia's unreached,

oppressed multitudes, is not saying to us here in

comparatively wealthy, healthy America, "Don't you love

them any more?"

"The harvest is plentiful, hut the laborers arp frw"

II. But the next few sentences in our text are a

disturbing surprise. When Jesus saw the multitudes, and was

filled with compassion for all those hungry, tired people, what

did Jems do about it? Look at the text. He said,
"Pray" .

"Pray therefore the Lord of the harvest to send out laborers

into his harvest." I suppose to most people, even to some

Presbyterians, that sounds like a cop-out. "I'm so sorry for

them. Let us pray." Why didn't he get busy and find them
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food? Or start a protest march on city hall. He didn't even

tell his disciples to go and preach to them, to start a revival.

He told them to pray! ft

But in Korea, Korean Presbyterians, who take the

Bible very seriously, don't think that prayer is ever a cop-

out. Last May, in Seoul, when I preached in one church the

pastor told me that every day of the week except Sunday his

church holds a daybreak prayer meeting. That didn't

surprise me. Most churches in Korea do the same. But he

said in his church they have to have two daybreak prayer

meetings, because 5,000 people come to the 4 a.m. meeting,

and 5,000 more come to the 5 a.m. meeting. Perhaps that is

why his Presbyterian church has 30,000 members in his one

congregation, and is still growing. And perhaps that is why

Korean Christians have more foreign missionaries than our

American Presbyterian churches do. What his people pray

for is not for more members; they pray for Asia and for all

the^multitudes on that continent who sfcll do not know the
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Lord Jesus Christ. Effective Christian mission begins with

prayer.

In 1913 an American missionary, Mrs. Luckett,

the first dorm matron at PYFS, spoke to a Korean Bible

woman who was delaying her trip to country villages for

evangelistic work much longer than the missionary expected.

When Mrs. Luckett asked her why, the answer was: "It does

no good to go out without prayer". Nothing in the

Christian lile has anything like the power of prayer to vitalize

the missionary outreach of the Church. It's the power that

motivates senders and sends the missionaries. Jesus said,

"Love and pray"—even for your enemies.

The harvest is plentiful, but the laborers are few; pray
therefore the Lord of the harvest to send out lahnrprs

into his harvest."

to £>

III. GIVE. The third step in Jesus' response to the

challenge of human need shifts the action to his disciples.

The command to pray was part of the shift. Now he carries
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them a step farther. He tells them to give. This is also

implied in our text, but is made even clearer a few chapters

later in Matthew's account (Matt. 15:32-38) of Jesus and

another crowd. It's the story of the feeding of the four

thousand. Jesus again is fdled with love and pity for the

poor. "They've been here three days, and they're hungry,"

says Jesus to his disciples. They shrug their shoulders.

"There's no food out here", they tell him. But this time,

instead of telling them to pray, Jesus puts them on the spot.

"How much food do you have?" "Oh, not enough for this

many people" they say quickly. "How much?" says Jesus.

"Well, seven loaves and two fishes," they say. And Jesus

says, "That's enough. Give them to me." And we all

remember what happened. Jesus took the "not enough", and

made it enough. They not only fed the four thousand; they

had seven baskets full left over. It was a basic lesson in

stewardship. Give what you can, and with God, that is

enough.
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But it is a hard lesson to learn, and I think our

Korean Presbyterian brothers and sisters have learned it

better than we. When Eileen and I were stationed for three

years out in the hill country in Korea, we used to watch how

the farmers and country people came to their little churches.

They would take off their shoes as they entered the bare

sanctuary. NO pews. They sat on the floor, men on one side,

women on the other. But as they came in the women, most of

them, were carrying a little white cloth bag. And before they

sat down they would go over to the side wall where little

wooden pegs had been placed around the room. First they

would hang up the little bag on the peg marked with the

family's name. Those were their collection bags, holding

uncooked rice. In those days, just after the Korea War, times

were hard. They had no money for the offering. So every

day, at each meal, the wife as she prepared the rice, would

take one spoonful out of every ten, and place it in the bag for

the church. Korean Presbyterians tithe. They faithfully give
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back to the Lord one-tenth of what has blessed them with

through the hard times. No wonder their churches grow.

The largest Presbyterian church in the world is not in....

The largest Methodist church....

The largest Pentecostal church....

And no wonder they send out more foreign

missionaries than we do here in rich America. For Korean

Presbyterians will tell you that the greatest gift they can give

to others as faithful stewards of what God has given them is

not money, not rice, but the gift of faith and hope

which they have received, and which they now want to pass

on to the hungry and the poor, the helpless and the

depressed, on their own continent of Asia, and on around the

world.

Now I know that some think Asia already has

enough religion. All six of the world's great religions were

born in Asia: —Hinduism, Buddhism, Confucianism, Islam,

Judaism-and some say well, they already have their

religions, why try to bring them another, Christianity. Try to
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tell that to Asia's Christians. They've already tried the old

religions and found them wanting. Not the story book

religions we Americans study in your classes on the "great

Eastern religions", but those same religions as they are

actually practiced in the villages, in the shrines, in the streets.

[Ambedkar: Hinduism is not a religion: it is a disease
]

The same Jesus who loved the multitudes, who told

his disciples to pray to God, the Lord of the harvest to send

laborers to reap the harvest, who told his disciples to give

from what they had to feed the poor, also said, "No one

comes to the Father but by me". That is why the third world

Christians themselves are sending missionaries to Asia and

around the world. The consider themselves to be stewards

for God not only of their possessions, of the God;s gift to

them of the good news of Jesus Christ, and they want to share

it with the world. They know all too well that the day of the

missionary is not over.

Hinduism is from Asia, and there are more Hindus in

Asia than anywhere else in the world.
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Buddha was born in Asia, and there are more Buddhists
in Asia than anywhere else in the world.

Confucius was born in Asia and there are more
Confucianists in Asia than anywhere else in the

world.

Muhammad was born in Asia, and there are more
Mohammedans in Asia than anywhere else in the

world.

So also the Lord Jesus Christ was born in Asia. But are

there more Christians in Asia than anywhere
else in the world?

No! The sad fact is that Asia is numerically the

least Christian continent in the world. Only 7 or 8 Asians out

of 100 know Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior. And that is

the greatest challenge facing the Christian church today, the

old, old challenge of Jesus and the multitudes.

- Samuel Hugh Moffett
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Asia is the biggest continent in the world - it has the
most people. It is the most diverse continent in the world - its

people are divided in a thousand different ways. And it is the
most resistant continent in the world, most resistant to the
spread of the Christian faith.

I- Asia's first challenge is its sheer SIZE .

The most significant statistic about Asia, however, I

think, is one I heard only a few years ago. It's a frightening
one. In the next 20 years, one billion young Asians will pass
through the age of 18. In other words, today's 8-year-old
youth in 20 years will be 28 years old. But in those same 20
years, another billion young people in Asia will have passed
their 18th birthday.

Now that may not sound alarming. But think about
it. In 20 years one billion young people will enter the most
productive period of their lives. Asia will add another billion

young people to the world's most industrially active age
group. And one billion people is about ten times the entire

present—manufacturing labor force of North America,
Western Europe and Japan combined. That means that
"manufacturing will go east," the economist said, and Asia
will become the industrial center of the world. N. Macrae,
The Economist, (London), May 7, 1977, p. 42). It's already
coming true. Little South Korea is beginning to outstrip
Great Britain and France in industrial production.

That same economist, after noting the staggering
economic success of at least parts of Asia, like Japan, Korea
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and Taiwan, and the enormous potential of China, had a

sobering second thought. What will happen to the future of

the world if those one billion Asian young people don't turn

into workers, as one by one they pass the age of eighteen?

What if they don't want to work, or can't find jobs? Then we
face the terrifying possibility that they will follow what he

called one or the other of the "three modern roads to hell":

terrorism, war, or overpopulation . None of those are "hell"

in the Biblical sense. But in a way he was right. Terrorism,

atomic war, and even overpopulation, all contribute to a tidal

wave of paralyzing anxiety sweeping across our troubled

world. Suppose, he said, that all those young people turning

18 every year simply become parents at the rate their fathers

and mothers did? Then there would be no more room on

earth for so many people, and the earth will indeed be like a

living hell.

To me, however, the thought of one billion young
people in Asia becoming 18 years of age in the next 20 years

means much more than what that economist was thinking of.

To me, it says that during the next 20 years one billion young
Asians will be passing through the most evangelisticallv

reachable years of their lives . A billion young Asians to be

reached and transformed and motivated, not toward the

three modern hells, but for Jesus Christ in the years when
they might be most open to His call. If that doesn't make
Asia the greatest challenge facing the Church of Jesus Christ

today I don't know what would.
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I hear people say that Korea is the miracle of
modern missions because its churches grow so fast. But there
are more non-Christians in Korea today than when my father
went out as a pioneer 106 years ago.

Ihe—second—challenge is Asia's grpn t

DIVERSITY. Not just its huge size. Asia is first in just about
everything. Asia has the driest place on earth-the central
desert of Iran. And it has the wettest place on earth-
Cheirapunji in Bengal, India, where once 9 meters of rain fell
in less than one month. That's not just inches, that is 30 feet
of rain in a month. And Asia has the coldest place in the
world. It is in Siberia, near Irkutsk, where the temperature
falls to 94 F below freezing (C 70 degrees below zero). And it
has the h ottest place in the world-the Persian Gulf where the
summer sun regularly shoots the temperature up to over 122
degrees Fahrenheit (more than 50 C). And as everyone
knows, Asia has the lowest sea-the Dead Sea; and, of course,
the highest mountain-Mt. Everest. (J. Herbed, An
Introduction tn Asia

, 1965, p . 23 f.).

But the real challenge lies not so much in the variety
of its natural phenomena as in the diversity of its people. I
remember when I was teaching at Nanking Theological
Seminary in China some of our students had to talk to each
other through interpreters, or through writing. They were all
Chinese, but they spoke different languages. One of them
told me, "We have 50 different languages, we Chinese". But
another interrupted him, "No we have 200 different
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languages". They were both wrong. Counting large and
small variations, China alone has about 1,000 different

languages. Asia as a whole has over 3,000 different major
spoken languages. What a challenge to Bible translation!

Asia is not just one great continent to be reached. It is 12,500
very different, small or great sub-continents, each with many
different cultural, racial or linguistic groupings within its

larger national divisions. And we need to reach them all.

All these divisions present problems. One problem
is language. After 2000 years we are still trying to put the

Bible into some of the Asia's myriad tribal dialects. And
where the Bible is translated, there are not enough copies for

those who want them. [Couple on plane. Their family on
Mongolia border. What can we bring you? A refrigerator, a

radio, food, clothes. No, "could you bring us a Bible"] We
need translators, and Bibles. A million a year-but there are a

thousand million Chinese.

And another problem is nationalism.

Mohammedan countries reject Christian missions. Hindu
India strictly limits missionary residence. Just a few months
ago China asked South Korea to stop sending missionaries.

These Korean Christians, they complained, "even operate
under the cover of businessmen or teachers, and actually run
churches in some cities which have very powerful Korean
communities". (China News and Church Report . Sept. 6,

1996). And we all know that one of the tightest borders in the
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world against missions is the armed and barbwired line that
separates North from South in divided Korea.

But no armies, no mine fields, no barbed wire can
stop the power of prayer. Jesus said, "Love and pray"~even
for your enemies. The challenge to us is to make clear to a
divided, fighting Asia that Jesus is both Lord & Saviour, and
that the cross makes peace. But who will believe us when we
say that, when Christians are fighting against Christians in

Bosnia; and Presbyterians in that "miracle of modern
missions", Korea, are quarreling with each other. More than
50 different Presbyterian denominations, all claiming the be
the true one.

But it was to a divided church in Asia—Ephesus—
that the Apostle Paul wrote, "By the blood of the cross
[Christ] made peace... He broke down the middle wall of
paitition [Eph.2:13 f., Col.l:20]—the divisions that separate
i ace from race, and class from class and the human soul from
its shepherd. Only the love of Christ can do that. Not a
divided church, and not even the church at peace, if it relies

on its own power. The power is from the Holy Spirit, the
Lord of the Harvest.

HI* Asia's third great challenge is its

RESISTANCE to th e Gospel . It is true that some of the

fastest growing churches in the world are in Asia. But it is
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also true that from a Christian perspective, Asia is the most

unreached continent in the world.

Yes, the church is growing in Asia-from about 20

million a hundred years ago, to more than 200 million today .

And when those of us from Korea begin to talk about growth

in the church in Korea, we sound almost offensively

triumphalist. I confess I am almost sinfully proud that my

father pioneered where the first explosions of church growth

occurred in the 1890s. That was in the north, around Pyeng

Yang, which is now the capital of North Korea. He was

stoned when he tried to establish residence in Pyengyang.

They drove him out of town six times in 1892. But he lived to

see the day when there were so many Christians in

Pyengyang that people in the countryside began to call the

city "Yerusalem", because they thought a Christian city

should be called by the name of the holy city, Jerusalem. It

became the largest Presbyterian mission station in the world.
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Where but in Korea will you find churches with

moie than 25,000 people in attendance on a Sunday morning

and 10,000 at a daily daybreak prayer meeting? The three

largest Presbyterian churches in the world are in Seoul,

Koiea. The two largest Methodist congregations are in

Seoul, Korea. The largest Pentecostal church in the world is

in Seoul, Korea. The growth of the Korean churches is one of

the great miracles in the history of missions.
[
In China,

Indonesia, and even into little Nepal, which only 40 years ago

was tightly closed to Christian missions, the church is

spreading across the continent.]

But it is dangerous to concentrate only on the

success stories. It gives a false impression about the real

situation in Asia - an impression that the day of the

missionary is over. Some argue that the Asian churches are

growing so fast that they no longer need missionaries from

outside. "The churches will grow without us", they say,
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"each in its own country". And that is ecclesiastical

nationalism—nationalism at its worst.

Asia has the greatest blocs of humanity resistant to

the Christian faith anywhere on earth, its huge, tight-packed

sprawling cities-Tokyo, Shanghai, Calcutta, and its almost

impermeable eastern religions:

a religion: it's a disease!] Every one of the non-Christian

religions builds its own wall against the spread of the

Christian faith, but if we really believe that Christ is, as he

clearly said, "the only way"—"No one comes to the Father

but by me." We need a Christian mission that knows the

difference between true and false, the best and the not quite

good enough. And that, I believe, is the greatest

missionary challenge in the world—the old, old challenge of

Jesus to his disciples.

"Seeing the multitudes, [Jesus] said to his disciples, 'The

harvest is plentiful, but the laborers are few. Pray

therefore to the Lord of the harvest that he will send out

laborers to the harvest."

Love, and Pray, and Give (that makes you a "sender"), and

then some of you may even be able to Go .

i|, HU
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ASIA: THE GREATEST CHRISTIAN CHAT T FNP.F
Matthew 9:32-38

My text is Matthew 9:32-38:

" And seeing the multitudes [Jesus] was moved with compassion. .

.

and said to his disciples, ’The harvest is plentiful, but the laborers
are few; (pray therefore the Lord of the harvest to s'erul out laborers
into his harvest’." ^ ;s '0,U< 3 ^

3 ^ *,.1 : Lost' fawf *4

This text belongs together with the "Great Commission", as a

foundational call to worldwide missions. The Great Commission
. V\ i he<^ U^i

emphasizes obedience, "Go". This verse puts the weight on love , and

prayer. "Moved with compassion for the multitudes, Jesus said,
"
Pray ".

The Christian mission is motivated by love. Is is set in motiop by prayer.
U-C \CiX~oil-, Iwc Uv'*™ C A fW>-

Then it reaches out to "the multitudesV And that means, Go. Taken

together that forms a three-legged stool on which the whole mission of the

church must rest: Love, Pray, Go. And since my text begins with Jesus’

loving concern for "the multitudes", let me suggest for the next few

moments that our greatest missionary challenge is the continent of Asia,

for Asia is the continent of multitudes.

Asia is the biggest continent in the world. It has the most

people. It is the most diversified continent in the world. Its people are

divided in a thousand ways. And it is the most unevangelized continent in

the world. There are more people who have not yet been reached by the



good news of Jesus Christ in Asia than on any other continent on the

earth. Put that together with our text- "The harvest is plentiful, but the

laborers are few",- and I think we really do have the greatest Christian

missionary challenge in the world.

!• Asia ’s first challenge is its sheer SIZF. . Jesus’ words about

the multitudes and the harvest were about people-people to be brought

into the kingdom of God. And Asia, which covers one-third of the land

surface of the whole earth, holds 2 billion people (2000 million people).

That is 60% of the world’s total population. By contrast, North America

holds only 6% of the world’s people. (60% in Asia; 6% in North

America). And Asia’s multitudes are growing faster every

year. Take the city of Seoul, the capital of South Korea, as an example. I

believe Seoul today is the sixth or seventh largest city in the world. They

say it has nearly 12 million people. But when my father arrived in

Seoul 106 years ago in 1890, Seoul had only about 150,000 people. In

those days there were tigers in the hills around the city; today where tigers

roamed, high-rise apartments cover the hills. From 150,000 to 12 million,

from tigers to skyscrapers in only two generations, my father’s and mine.

All the other continents shrink in comparison to Asia. The

second largest country in Asia-is India. It is only the second largest on

that vast continent, but India’s population, until recently, was larger than

the entire population of the two continents of Latin America and Africa

combined!
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But the most significant statistic about Asia, I think, is one I

heard only a few years ago. It’s a frightening statistic. In the next 20

years, one billion young Asians will pass through the age of 18. In other

words, today’s 8-year-old youth in 20 years will be 28 years old, but in

those 20 years, another billion young people in Asia will have passed their

18th birthday.

Now that may not sound alarming. But think about it. In the

next 20 years one billion young people will enter the most productive

period of their lives. To the economist who reported this, it meant that

Asia will add another billion young people to the world’s most

industrially active age group in only 20 years. And one billion people, he

said, is about ten times the entire present manufacturing labor fnrre 0f

North America, Western Europe and Japan combined. That means that

manufacturing will go east,' he said, and Asia will become the industrial

center of the world. N. Macrae, The Economist
. (London), May 7, 1977,

p. 42). Already it is coming true. Little South Korea is beginning to

outstrip Great Britain and France in industrial production.

That same economist, after noting the staggering economic

success of at least parts of Asia, like Japan, Korea and Taiwan, and the

enormous potential of China, had a sobering second thought. What will

happen to the future of the world if those same one billion Asian youth

donT turn into workers as one by one they pass the age of eighteen?

Then, he said, we face the terrifying possibility that they will follow what

he called, one or the other of the "three modem roads to hell": terrorism.
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war, or overpopulation . He was not a Christian, and none of those are

"hell" in the Biblical sense. But in a way he was right. Terrorism,

atomic war, and even overpopulation, all contribute to an overwhelming

wave of anxiety sweeping across our troubled world. Suppose, he said,

that all those young people turning 18 every year simply become parents at

the rate their fathers and mothers did? Then there would be no more

room on earth for so many people, and the earth will indeed be like a

living hell.

To me, however, the thought of one billion young people in

Asia becoming 18 years of age in the next 20 years means much more

than what that economist was thinking of. It means that during the next

20 years one billion young Asians will be passing through the most

evangelisticallv reachable years of their lives . A billion young Asians to be

reached for Jesus Christ in the years when they might be most open to His

call. That is not hell, but a challenge, a part of the greatest challenge that

is facing the Church of Jesus Christ today.

When Jesus saw the multitudes, he loved them. That was 2000

years ago, and the fields are still ripe for harvest. More young people in

Asia are unreached by the gospel than on any other continent on earth.

Korea is called the miracle of modern missions because its churches grow

so fast, but there are more non-Christians in Korea today than when my

father went out as a pioneer 106 years ago. Jesus sees the multitudes still

unreached, and he says to us, "Don’t you love them any more?"

"The harvest is plentiful, but the laborers are few".
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II. The second challenge is Asia’s great DIVERSITY Not just

its huge size. Asia is first in just about everything. Asia has the driest

place on earth-the central desert of Iran. And it has the wettest place on

earth-Cherrapunji in Bengal, India, where once 9 meters of rain fell in

less than one month. That’s not just inches, that is 30 feet of rain in a

month. And Asia has the coldest place in the world. It is in Siberia, near

Irkutsk, where the temperature falls to 94 F below freezing (C 70 degrees

below zero). And it has the hottest place in the world-the Persian Gulf

where the summer sun regularly shoots the temperature up to over 122

degrees Fahrenheit (more than 50 C). Asia has the lowest sea-the Dead

Sea; and, of course, the highest mountain-Mt. Everest. (J. Herbed, An
Introduction to Asia . 1965, p. 23 f.).

But the real challenge lies not so much in the variety of its

natural phenomena, but in the diversity of its people, and in the

multiplication of its languages. I remember when I was teaching at

Nanking Theological Seminary in China. Some of our students had to talk

to each other through interpreters, or through writing. They were all

Chinese, but they spoke different languages. One of them told me, "We
have 50 different languages, we Chinese". But another interrupted him,

No we have 200 different languages". They were both wrong. Counting

large and small variations, China has over 1,000 different languages. Asia

as a whole has over 3,000 different major spoken languages
. What a

challenge to cross-cultural evangelism and to Bible translation! There is

an urgency facing the Christian world in the twenty-first century which
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calls even tired and distracted Presbyterians like us to a new vision of

world mission. Asia is not just one great continent to be reached. It is

12,500 very different, small or great sub-continents, each with many

different cultural or racial groupings within its larger national divisions.

All these divisions present problems. The problem of the

languages is only one, but after 2000 years we are still trying to put the

Bible into some of the tribal dialects. We need translators. Another is the

problem of the different religions. Each is a mighty barrier to the spread

of the faith, if we really believe that Christ is, as he clearly said, "the only

way"-"No one comes to the Father but by me". Another is the problem

of nationalism. Today’s national political boundaries between Asia’s

different countries are more and more becoming walls against the entry of

Christian missionaries. Islamic West Asia rejects Christian missions; and

Hindu India strictly limits missionary residence. In Japan the old enmity

between Korea and Japan still complicates a missionary witness by Korean

Christians to the Japanese, or a Japanese Christian witness to Japan. And

China, just last month asked South Korea to stop sending missionaries.

These Korean Christians, they complained, "even operate under the cover

of businessmen or teachers, and actually run churches in some cities which

have very powerful Korean communities". (China News and Church

Report, Sept. 6, 1996). And we all know that one of the tightest borders

in the world against missions is the armed and barbwired line that

separates North from South in divided Korea.

But no armies, no mine fields, no barbed wire can stop the
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power of prayer. Jesus said, "Love and pray"~even for your enemies.

The challenge to us is to make clear to a divided, fighting Asia that the

cross makes peace. That is hard to do when Christians too fight each

other, and not just in Bosnia.. But it was to a divided church in Asia-

Ephesus-that the Apostle Paul wrote, "By the blood of the cross [Christ]

made peace... He broke down the middle wall of partition"—those

divisions that separate race from race, and class from class. Only the love

of Christ can do that. Not a divided church, and not even the church at

peace, if it relies on its own power. The power is from the Holy Spirit,

the Lord of the Harvest. So pray.

The harvest is plentiful, but the laborers are few; pray therefore the
Lord of the harvest to send out laborers into his harvest.

"

III. Asia’s third great challenge is church growth That

may not sound like a challenge; it sounds more like a cause for rejoicing,

doesn’t it. Some of the fastest growing churches in the world are in Asia.

Can’t we just count our blessings and shout "Hallelujah!", and let those

great and growing churches in Asia finish the job? Well, the rejoicing is

all right. But there is a problem.

<pn fact there are two problems, and probably more. On the

one hand, it tempts us to skate dangerously close to the sin of self-

righteous pride. It can lure thastxof us 'v-Urw'r.rr.o f-^ni Knrtin. i for

into an almost triumphalist attention to the phenomenal growth of

the Korean Church. That is not all wrong. I’m proud that my Father was

among the pioneers where the first explosions of massive growth occurred.
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That was in the north, around the city of Pyengyang, which is now the

communist capital of North Korea. He was stoned when he first tried to

settle down there. They tried to drive him out. But he lived to see the

day when there were so many Christians in Pyengyang that people in the

countryside began to call the city "Yerusalem", because they thought a

Christian city should be called by the name of the holy city, Jerusalem. It

became the largest Presbyterian mission station in the world.

And I am proud of the fact that Eugene and Charlotte Bell

gave their lives (she much too soon), to the planting of the Gospel of Jesus

Christ farther south and that four generations of their children and

grandchildren have faithfully served the Lord in Korea for the last 100

years. I could name every family represented here at our PYFS reunion

with pride and tears and gratitude and humility all bound together in

thinking of the history of the growth of the Church in Korea.

Where but in Korea will you find churches with more than

25,000 people in attendance on a Sunday morning? The three largest

Presbyterian churches in the world are in Seoul, Korea. The two largest

Methodist congregations are in Seoul, Korea. The largest Pentecostal

church in the world is in Seoul, Korea. The growth of the Korean

churches is one of the great miracles in the history of missions. In

China, Indonesia, even in little Nepal, which only 40 years ago was tight

closed to Christian missions, the church is spreading across the continent.

But I am convinced that it is precisely where the church is

growing fastest that we face a second problem. Some are even beginning
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to say that the Asian churches are growing so fast, we no longer need to

have foreign missionaries. We can just let the churches grow, each in its

own country, and that is wrong. Christianity is not a national religion; it

is a faith for the world. And the challenge is to take the problem and turn

it into an opportunity-to take a growing church, and turn it into a

missionary church.

So the large Yongnak Presbyterian Church in downtown Seoul-

-it sometimes has had a congregation of 60,000 members; it still has 2,000

deacons-it says to its people, "We’re large enough. Some of you should

hive off like bees and start new churches." And they did. They have

some 350 new churches planted all across the world, from Saudi Arabia to

New York. Did you know that I could take a draftsman’s compass, place

its point right on my home in Princeton, New Jersey, draw a circle with a

70-mile radius, and find 700 Korean-American churches within that circle.

It helps that both New York City and Philadelphia are within 70 miles of

us.

The same challenge that is good for us Korea, is good for us.

Our Presbyterian Moderator last year, Marge Carpenter, criss-crossed the

country preaching "Mission, mission, mission". Mission, she said, can

revitalize our denomination. It takes our minds off ourselves, and reaches

out to the world. It transforms selfish love into a love others. It renews

our souls. It might even wake up us American Presbyterians and make us

begin to grow again.

So don’t forget Asia...
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Buddha was born in Asia, and there are more Buddhists in

Asia than anywhere else in the world.

Confucius was born in Asia and there are more Confucianists in

Asia than anywhere else in the world.

Muhammad was born in Asia, and there are Mohammedans in Asia
than anywhere else in the world.

So also the Lord Jesus Christ was born in Asia. But are
there more Christians in Asia than anywhere else in the world?

No! Not anywhere near. The sad and challenging fact is that Asia is

numerically the least Christian continent in the world. Only 7 or 8 Asians

out of 100 know Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior. And that, I believe, is

the greatest missionary challenge in the world. It is the old, old

challenge of Jesus to his disciples: Love, and Pray, and Go.

"Seeing the multitudes, [Jesus] said to his disciples. The harvest
truly is plentiful, but the laborers are few. Pray therefore to the

Lord of the harvest that he will send out laborers to the harvest."

And don’t forget Asia, where it all began.

-- Samuel Hugh Moffett
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Several years ago for the first time, a Korean mountain-climbing
team reached the summit of the highest mountain in the world, Mount
Everest. When they reached the top, like the few other teams which had
managed this dangerous climb, left the national flag of Korea on the

highest peak. But then they did something no other team had ever done
before. In addition to the national flag, they left a Korean New Testament
with the flag, to tell the world that they were Korean Christians.

Like those Korean mountaineers, who carried their testimony

to the top of the world, I pray that we may join with the Christians of
Korea, with all who believe in the Lord, and send out your message to

the mountaintops and to the valleys, to the cities and the smallest villages,

that there is salvation only in Jesus Christ.
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"None Too Much., and None Too Short"

II Corinthians 3: 1- 5; 9-15; 9: 6-12.

"..here.. is the news of the grace of God which was given
in the churches of Macedonia; and of how, throughout great
trials by suffering, their constant cheerfulness and their
intense poverty have overflowed in a wealth of generosity.
I can swear that they gave not only as much as they could
afford, but far more, and quite spontaneously, begging and
begging us for the favour of sharing in this service to the
saints and, what was quite unexpected, they offered their
own selves first to God, and under God, to us.

"You always have the most of everything., so we expect you
to put the most into this work of mercy too... Remember how
generous the Lord Jesus was: he was rich, but he became poor
for your sake I am only making a suggestion... This
does not mean that to give relief to others you ought to make
things difficult for yourselves: it is a question of balancing
what happens to be your surplus now against their present need,
and one day they may have something to spare that will supply
your need. That is how we strike a balance: as scripture says,
'The man who gathered much had none too much, the man who
gathered little did not go short'.

"Thin sowing means thin reaping; the more you sow, the more
you reap. Each one should give what he has decided in his
own mind, not grudgingly or because he is made to, for 'God
loves a cheerful gi ver. . . '/Tor doing this holy service is
not only supplying all the needs of the saints but it is also
increasing the amount of thanksgiving that God receives..."

It is a good thing to have a regular time every year to remind

ourselves that giving is a part of worship, "increasing the amount of

thanksgiving to God", as Paul says. And it is a good thing to be regularly

reminded that^stewardship of what we have is an essential part of Christian

obedience to the Great Commandment: "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God..;

and thy neighbor as thyself."

In the Jewish tradition, that regular reminder comes about the

middle of February, at the end of the Feast of Purim. It is then that the

people celebrate their ancient deliverance from a Persian massacre in the
Vi * u cduwruv, -

time of Esther, but the celebrations close with a reminder from theW'
.

/ A
//

Rabbis, "Cel ebration is not enough. Now go out and find people poorer

than yourselves, and give them gifts."

For Paul, the time for reminder came when he was writing his
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second letter to Corinth. „He Wrrupts what he was ^T^promote what
in today's uninspired prose we would call a "Jerusalem «#*** Fund^but M
wlwc-h he called "a collection for the saints": IW<

"Remember how generous the Lord Jesus was " he, says, "He ^ *was nch but became poor for your sake
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a suggestion.
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now fini s h tha we^k .. This does not
mean that to give relief to others you ought to make things
difficult for yourselves: it is a question of balance--]
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present need..
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that will supply your own need...
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UJ The feast of Purim is in February. Paul wrote to Corinth two
thousand years ago. But the time for reminder in this community is now: Jn-4fei »
Stewardship Week.

It should not be too hard here in [Princeton] to make a case
for far what Paul calls "the scriptural balance"

,

E**»,- "none too much... none too little". And it shouldTe difficult
for [Princetoni ansj^to find people "poorer than ourselves". But perhaps we
do need reminders* -No one TierSrHsuppose, really feels very rich.

j[Bu£] I grew up as an American in Asia, and there was no way I

could pass myself off as poor there. So though others will tell you this
week about poverty in America (and I know there j_s poverty here), let my
reminder today be about still more desperate needs in other parts of the
world, needs sometimes forgotten because they are so far away.

This is a time for reminding ourselves about countries so poor
that their average national production per person TsTa^ear
(aS T^a

°\i’Lv
etnam) • That comPares »» American's $11,000

a year^ More than half the people of the world live in Asian countries
where the average is less than $250 a year.

O-lu/i

And where there is poverty, there isjiunger. They go hand in
hand like a double curse. And we are at least partly responsible for that.
Actually, more food is being produced than ever before; but more people
are hungry than ever before, and the world's children feel it most:

'^t any given moment," said one international report last year,
10 million young children are in the grip of severe protein-

energy malnutrition". That's a euphemistic way of saying they
are starving. "Another 200 million chldren are inadequately

!:\.
Ha fi?Vf lldren under five years of a9 e in the [3rd world]

--that s half of 15 million children— are killed by malnutrition
[or hunger related disease]. F^r~examp+e, ^ chronically under-
nourished child in the 3rd world who comes down with measles is '400
times more likely to die from it than a child with the same illness
here in the industrialized world. (Asia 1981 Yearbook, p. 43)
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Quotations
PONDERINGS ON STEWARDSHIP

Giving is not God’s way of raising money. It’s God’s way of raising children!

- Dietrich Bonhoeffer

The trouble with being rich is that since you can solve with your checkbook virtually all oftne practical problems that bedevil ordinary people, you are left in your leisure with nothinq butthe great human problems to contend with: how to be happy, how to love and be loved how tofind meaning and purpose in your life?.

In desperation the rich are continually tempted to believe that they can solve these
problems too with their checkbooks, which is presumably what led Jesus to remark one day that
tor a nch man to get to Heaven is about as easy as for a Cadillac to get through a revolving door

- Frederick Buechner

We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give!

- Winston Churchill

He is no fool who gives what he cannot keep to gain what he cannot lose.

- Jim Elliot, Missionary

in II

Neither Jesus nor any of the apostles confined giving to the tithe - they went beyond it
n all their teachings, generosity and sacrifice loom large. This is true whether we are lookinq at

'
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er ^ BamabaS givin9 3 parcel of land to^ eariy church (Mark

The tithe, therefore, is an Old Testament principle that should be a standard we will notgo belcw except in the rarest of circumstances. This is not a rigid law, but a starting point for
organizing our economic lives.

- Richard J. Foster

Money, Sex and Power

I have held many things in my hands and I have lost them all. But whatever I have placed inGoa s hands, that I still possess.

- Martin Luther

How different our standard is from Christ’s. We ask how much a person gives. Christ asks howmucn ne keeps!

- Andrew Murray

Make all the money you can by hard work, save all you can by simple living so that you can give*
all you can to the work of the kingdom of God.

- John Wesley

There are two great tragedies in life. The first is not getting what you want and the

xl;

Wh
?
n We get what we ttlink we want

’
we bui,d expectations thatcan t be fulfilled. We realize that what we thought would fulfill us still leaves us feelinq

hollow inside. a

- * <
r

- Oscar Wilde
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(continued from cover page)

Of the United States.

War would result in the deaths of many military personnel of both nations. But it would do much more.
Large numbers of Iraqi civilians would be killed and wounded. The Iraqi people have suffered greatly through
more than two decades of war and severe economic sanctions. War would only add to their suffering - and
those who suffered the most would be the women and children.

Furthermore, the pre-emptive use of military force by the United States would establish
a dangerous precedent for other nations that feel threatened by the military capabilities of their neighbors.
Unilaterally overthrowing governments designated as enemies would raise concerns in other countries about
the level of respect the United States has for international law.

U.S. military action at this time could contribute greatly to the further destabilization of the Middle East
region. Sentiment against the United States could increase. Militants in some countries could seize the op-
portunity to incite people against their governments. Such a war would divert attention from the need to seek
ways of reducing international terrorism and complicate efforts to create and maintain stability in Afghanistan.

Most governments in Europe and the Middle East do not support war with Iraq. International support
for the war on terrorism may well erode if the United States attacks Iraq without a United Nations mandate. A
unilateral attack would be detrimental to U.S. interests when there is strong international support for a re-
newed program of weapons inspection . It is important for the United States to work cooperatively with the
other nations of the world.

Rather than waging war on Iraq, the United States should work for the return of weapons inspectors to
Iraq. We should work for an Israeli-Palestinian cease-fire and peace settlement, and for the end of the Israeli
occupation of the West Bank and Gaza and their three million people. We should work for new arms-control
agreements in the Middle East and the Persian Gulf region, and for stronger international treaties on weapons
of mass destruction. Through such efforts, we could address the threat posed by president Hussein while also
demonstrating respect for international law an a high regard for all human life.

The United States is the most powerful nation under the sun. We are strong in many ways. Yet our
true strength is not revealed in our military might. Our genius is revealed when we use our political, economic
and social strength to build friendships, create relationships, and work for a just society in this world.

At this point in history, we need to solve international problems through political, diplomatic and eco-
nomic means, not through military force. We need to be leaders in building a better society in the world. Un-
ortunately, our current words and our actions are demonstrating to the world that the gun is our solution. We
need to show instead that by working together, especially through the United Nations, the peoples of the worlccan solve their problems peacefully.

As a child of war and as a Christian, I hope we will all pray that our leaders won’t wage war on Iraq Ihope we will all contact President Bush and our representatives and senators, to let them know that we are
not for war. And I hope we will soon see the day when no child has to run from war

Rev. Fahed Abu-Akel

Moderator of the General Assembly
of the Presbyterian Church (USA)


